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Name : Dale:

Making Small Talk
Small talk is a short polite conversation. We usually do this 
whenever we see people and have a short amount of time 
to talk. A good example is in the morning before school. If 
you see a classmate in the hallway you can talk about your 
day so far, the weather, or something fun like the weekend!

1. Explain
what small 

talk is in your 
own words.

2. What are 3
topics you

could use for 
small talk?

3. Who are 3
people you
can make 
small talk 

with?
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Name : Dale:

Acting Like We are Interested

Brush up on your acting skills! It is important to show others that you are 
listening to them and care about what they say. Even if you really don't! 
This isn't being dishonest, it's being polite! If we show people that we 
don't care or aren't interested in what they have to say, we will hurt their 
feelings.

WRITE WHAT YOU COULD SAY TO SHOW YOU ARE INTERESTED

Jen says, "The mall had such 
great sales this weekend!"

Steve says, "There is a Harry 
Potter movie marathon on 

tonight. I can't wait to 
watch!"

Nikki says, "My cousin won 
first place in the track meet 
last weekend. She gets to 
compete in Florida next 

week."
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N am e : Date:

Making a Good First Impression

UNDERLINE AND DISCUSS THE WAYS TON TRIED TO MAKE A GOOD IMPRESSION ON 
TRYSTAN. DID TRYSTAN MAKE A GOOD FIRST IMPRESSION TOO?

Tom: Hey is this your first time coming to this karate 
class?

Trystan: Yeah I just signed up.

Tom: My name's Tom. It's nice to meet you. (puts out 
hand)

Trystan: (does not shake Tom's hand) I'm Trystan.

Tom: Is this your first time trying Karate?

Trystan: (mumbles)

Tom: Oh well I think you'll like it here. We have a lot 
of fun.

Trystan: I like my old class better. My mom is making 
me do this.
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